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Introduction

Malware that is capable of monitoring hardware devices poses a significant threat
to the privacy and security of users and organizations. Common capabilities
of such malware include keystroke logging, clipboard monitoring, sampling of
microphone audio, and recording of web camera footage. All modern operating
systems implement APIs that provide this hardware access and all of them have
been abused by numerous malware samples to monitor the activity of journalists
and dissidents, conduct espionage operations against corporate and government
targets, and gather data that allows for blackmail of individuals.
Existing methods for detecting these malware techniques are largely confined
to malware that operates within kernel space, commonly referred to as kernel
rootkits. The use of such rootkits has waned in recent years as operating system
vendors have sharply locked down access to kernel memory. This includes
enforcement of driver signing, limiting which organizations can receive signing
certificates, and adding proactive monitoring systems within the operating system
that detect common rootkit tampering techniques. These limitations placed
upon kernel rootkits as well as the easy-to-use APIs in userland that allow for
access to hardware devices has led to a significant number of device monitoring
malware samples that operate solely within process memory. Such malware is
comparatively much simpler to write and is also much easier to make portable
across a wide variety of operating system versions.
Unfortunately, current methods for direct detection of such userland malware
are severely outdated or completely lacking. These include attempts at live
forensics, which relies on system APIs to enumerate artifacts, but these APIs are
often hooked by malware to hide their activity. Partial existing memory forensics
techniques for Windows exist, but are outdated, and there are monitoring
methods used across the major operating systems that have no memory forensic
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detection support at all. Given the significant recent emphasis on memory
analysis during incident response, such as in CISA directives released after the
detection of ProxyLogon [1] as well the SolarWindows supply chain compromise
[2], it is imperative that memory forensic techniques are able to properly detect
modern threats.
In this paper, we present our effort to research and develop memory forensic
algorithms capable of direct detection of userland device monitoring malware
across all three major operating systems. To accomplish this goal, we first
undertook a significant effort to understand and document the APIs that provide
device access to userland components. This effort included binary analysis of
closed source components (Windows, Mac) as well as study of open source
components (Linux, Mac). These efforts in turn led to the update of existing and
creation of new Volatility plugins that are capable of automatically locating and
extracting all relevant information about processes that are monitoring hardware
devices. These plugins quickly inform analysts of the presence of such malware
as well as key in information such as the addresses of callback functions. We
plan to contribute our Volatility plugins and additions to the community upon
publication of this paper.

2
2.1

Research and Experimental Setup
Operating Systems and Versions Tested

During our research effort, we aimed to develop capabilities that covered all
supported versions of target operating systems as well as bleeding edge ones,
where possible. Given that the layout of operating system data structures often
changes between versions and that many of the components we analyzed were
closed source, we fully documented all of our developed plugins with the steps
needed to find the correct offsets and associated information in future versions
of each operating system.
The following table lists the starting and ending version tested and supported
added for each operating system:

Operating System
Windows 10
macOS
Linux

Earliest Version
10563
Catalina
2.6.18

Latest Version
22000.556
Monterey
5.14

This wide range of versions covers Windows 10 starting from build 10586,
released in 2015, to the latest release at the time this paper is written. We also
cover Linux kernel versions going back to 2008. All versions of macOS supported
by Apple at the time of writing were also covered in our research. We choose to
test and include such as a wide of range of kernel versions to ensure that our
effort is as widely useful to the community as possible.
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2.2

Memory Sample Creation

When developing new memory forensic capabilities, it is imperative to develop
proof-of-concept applications that perform the same actions as malware, but
in a controlled and logged manner. By developing these POC applications, the
researcher can be certain that artifacts recovered from a memory sample with a
POC application active match precisely with the values recorded by the POC
as it ran. As an example, a POC that places an API hook would record the
process ID of its victim along with the address that was hooked and the address
of the malicious handler. The memory analysis researcher can then run newly
developed plugins against these memory samples and confirm that the recovered
values match. These samples can also be saved to perform regression testing of
future software releases.
Given the severity of the malware types discussed in this paper, our team
wanted to ensure that our research process and results could be repeated and
verified well into the future. To meet this need, we developed POC applications
that performed each action hunted for by our plugin set. When then generated
memory samples with our developed POCs active and ensured that our plugin
output matched. Snippets of these POCs will be shown and discussed where
relevant throughout the paper.
To create stable and valid memory samples, two methods for acquisition
were used. The first was the use of Surge Collect Pro from Volexity [3]. This
commercial software supports stable acquisition across Windows, Linux, and
macOS systems. Besides capturing physical memory, Surge also records a
significant amount of system state and metadata to json files. This extra
metadata allowed us to automate a significant amount of the testing. The second
approach we used for acquisition was snapshotting and suspending the VMware
virtual machines that we used for testing. The system state files (.vmem, .vmss,
.vmsn) created when snapshotting and/or suspending a guest VM contain a copy
of all physical memory as well the metadata needed to fully perform memory
analysis. The main downside to this approach is that the system state files do
not contain the wide range of metadata that Surge produces.

2.3

Analysis Tools and Resources

IDA Pro was used for all binary analysis performed during our research. Source
code studying of Linux kernel versions was largely performed using the excellent
Exlixir cross reference website [4] and macOS source code study was performed
using a self-hosted OpenGrok instance that contained source code from Apple’s
open source code website [5].

3

Windows Analysis - SetWindowsHookEx

There are two APIs provided by Windows systems that userland malware abuses
to monitor devices. In this section, we discuss the internals of SetWindowsHookEx along with our updates and creation of new Volatility capabilities that
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provide automated detection of abuse of this API. Before our effort, Volatility only supported detection of SetWindowsHookEx abuse through Windows 7
and did not recover all needed information. In the following section, we give
RegisterRawInputDevices the same, complete treatment.

3.1

Background

The SetWindowsHookEx API provides the ability for applications to install hooks
that activate when specific device or window (GUI) events occur. These hooks
can target the keyboard or mouse as well as activity within the GUI environment,
such as messages between sent between applications or an application changing
its foreground/background state. The callbacks associated with these hooks
receive the specific data of event that triggered the hook, such as the button
pressed on a keyboard. Given the power and flexibility of this API, numerous
malware variants and samples have abused this API for keylogging, mouse
monitoring, and code injection.
Figure 1 shows the function prototype for SetWindowsHookEx.

Figure 1: SetWindowsHookEx Prototype
The first parameter, idHook, specifies which event the hook will monitor,
such as WH KEYBOARD, to monitor keystrokes. The second parameter, lpfn
is the callback to activated upon each monitor event. The last two parameters,
hmod and dwThreadId, control the behaviour of which processes are hooked and
how they are hooked.
If hmod is NULL then the executable calling SetWindowsHookEx must host
the callback function. Otherwise, hmod must reference a valid handle to the
DLL that hosts the callback function. If dwThreadID is non-NULL then it
specifies the particular thread for which the monitor should be placed. If NULL
is passed, then all threads within the same desktop as the calling application
will be hooked. As discussed shortly, Volatility does not currently cover all
combinations of hmod and dwThreadId, which we discovered during our testing
and fixed during development.
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3.2

Internals

An entry on the Volatility Labs blog [6] and the Art of Memory Forensics [7]
discuss a majority of the internals related to SetWindowsHookEx and the kernel
data structures that it populates. In particular, these cover the data structures
created when hooks are populated as well as the recovery of global hooks placed
inside a DLL. We highly suggest reviewing these resources for readers new to
analysis of the Windows GUI subsystem.
The information specific to each hook is placed within a tagHOOK data
structure. This information includes the following:
1. The desktop where the hook is active
2. The thread targeted by the hook
3. The event monitored
4. The location of the callback function
5. The module hosting the callback function
To support the variety of data structures needed for this analysis across many
Windows 10 versions, a significant reverse engineering effort was undertaken. To
allow for quick support of future Windows versions to be added to our plugins,
we fully documented each function inside of win32k.sys, win32kbase.sys, and
win32kfull.sys needed to uncover the variety of data structure and offsets.
Besides having the correct data structure layouts, fully recovering all variations of hook placement requires treating each hook in one of three ways, each
of which alters the meaning of the data stored in tagHOOK. These three will be
discussed separately as having complete support in Volatility requires special
handling of each one.

3.3

Global Hooks in a DLL

The first form of SetWindowsHookEx abuse is when hmod is set to a DLL handle
and dwThreadId is set to NULL. This tells the operating system that the caller
wants to monitor all threads within the same desktop using a function defined
in the DLL. The effect of this choice is that the DLL hosting the callback will
be loaded (injected) into each process that triggers the callback, such as after a
keystroke is entered.
This mechanism provides a built-in code injection technique that removes the
need for malware to use heavily monitored APIs, such as WriteProcessMemory,
to introduce code into a victim process. Several malware samples, such as the
Laqma malware discussed in [6], abuse SetWindowsHookEx solely as a mechanism
to get their DLL loaded into victim processes, but then discard all future event
data (keystrokes, mouse movements, etc.).
When a global hook in a DLL is used, the ihmod member of tagHOOK is set
to the index within the global atom table of the element holding the path to the
DLL hosting the hook, and the offPfn member is set to the relative offset of the
callback function from the DLL base address.
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3.3.1

Volatility Support

Volatility’s messagehooks plugin recovers global hooks in a DLL by first enumerating each desktop along with each thread running inside each desktop. For
each desktop or thread found, it uses the pDeskInfo member of the structure to
find the tagDESKTOPINFO instance. This structure contains a member named
aphkStart, which holds an array of pointers to tagHOOK instances. Each array
index corresponds to the a hardcoded hook type, and each tagHOOK instance
holds a pointer to the next one in its list. For each hook found, its relevant
metadata is computed and reported. Figure 2 shows the output of the current
version of the plugin against a single hook found in a memory sample. In this
particular instance, the system from which memory was acquired was infected
with the infamous Turla malware [8].

Figure 2: Recovery of a global keyboard hook
The figure illustrates that Volatility has detected that the explore.exe process
with a PID of 2568 has its thread with ID 1816 hooked. The event being
monitored (Filter ) is the keyboard, and the callback function (Procedure) is
located at offset 0x22c0 from the beginning of tll.dll. Existing Volatility plugins,
such as dlldump or dumpfiles, can be used to extract the malicious DLL to disk
and begin binary analysis of the callback function.

3.4

Global Hooks in an Application Executable

The second form of SetWindowsHookEx abuse is the placement of a hook inside
of an application executable (.exe file). In this form, the hmod parameter to
SetWindowsHookEx is set to NULL and dwThreadId can either be NULL or the
thread ID to target. The effect of setting hmod to NULL is quite significant as it
means the calling executable will still have its callback activated for monitored
events, but the executable itself will not be injected into other processes. Instead,
as described by Microsoft [9], the created event information will be sent in a
message to the calling process.
Figure 3 shows how our POC set a global application executable hook.
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Figure 3: SetWindowsHookEx with an Application Hook
In the call it can be seen that the both the module and thread ID parameters
are NULL. This means every thread within the desktop will be hooked and that
the per-event data will be placed into the message input queue of the calling
application. This allowed us to ensure Volatility correctly handles this case going
forward.
3.4.1

Volatility Support

Volatility’s existing messagehooks plugin was able to detect hooks registered in
this way, but did not inform analysts of which process was hosting the hook.
This meant that, in a real-world situation where dozens of processes are running
on a victim desktop, the same hook will be reported for each of them, but
without any indication of which process actually placed it. The output is also
a bit confusing as it reports a callback address that is not even mapped into
all of the processes, or if it is mapped, would have a different meaning in each
process address space. This lack of information forces analysts to manually work
backwards to trace the hook origin, which is time consuming, error prone, and
requires an investigator to have previous reverse engineering experience.
We aimed to resolve this issue by researching a method to detect which
application (process) actually placed the hook. Since the application is not
directly mapped into each victim process, the hooking application must remain
running for as long as the hook is active. With this in mind, we analyzed the
internal implementation of SetWindowsHookEx to see how such processes are
treated. We then determined that threads which set global hooks will have the
TIF GLOBALHOOKER flag set in the TIF FLAGS member of the thread’s
tagTHREADINFO structure. We then updated messagehooks to print True or
False at the end of each Thread line to indicate if the particular thread has set a
global hook.
Figure 4 shows three blocks of output from messagehooks when ran against
the sample with our POC active.
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Figure 4: SetWindowsHookEx with an Application Hook
The first block shows the global hook registered inside the Vol GUI-Desktop
Hidden desktop, which is created by our POC. This hook is denoted as the global
one by marking the thread as < any > to indicate that this hook will apply to
all threads within the particular desktop. Also note that the procedure address
is the full runtime address of the callback function for the keyboard hook, but
no information is given here on which process is hosting the hook as the module
index is -1, which marks the index as invalid. This also leads Volatility to mark
the hosting module as (CurrentM odule), since it cannot automatically infer the
8

hosting module from the tagHOOK structure.
The second block, which is repeated for each victim thread in the full plugin
output, shows that the same hook has targeted the powershell.exe process with
PID 5916. This output can be automatically matched to the first block as the
hook address is the same since the per-thread’s hook structure is pointed to the
same one as the globally registered hook attached to the desktop. We also note
that the F alse at the end of the Thread line is our addition that prints if the
TIF GLOBALHOOKER flag is set. This per-thread output is how analysts can
know which processes and threads were infected by malicious hooks, and, as
mentioned previously, there are typically dozens of these lines when hooks are
active on real-world systems.
The third and final block of output in the figure shows that the GUITesterAll program (our POC) is the one that actually placed the hook as its
TIF GLOBALHOOKER flag is set (the T rue at the end of the Thread line).
With this new information, an analyst immediately knows 1) which process
actually placed the hook 2) which address to look at in process memory for
the hook. Furthermore, since the main application executable is hosting the
hook, the analyst can use the existing procdump plugin’s -p option with the
process ID (1332) to automatically extract this malicious executable to disk.
This allows analysis in static analysis tools, such as IDA Pro or Ghidra. As we
just demonstrated, our addition of analysis of the per-thread TIF FLAGS has
transformed an error-prone, manual process into a more automated solution.

3.5

Thread-Specific Hooks

The last type of hook covered in this section are thread-specific hooks. These
are created when the dwThreadId is set to a specific thread ID instead of NULL
to target all threads. To create one of these, we added the code shown in Figure
5 to our POC application.

Figure 5: SetWindowsHookEx with a Thread-Specific Hook
In the code it can be seen that the mouse monitoring hook is registered
against a particular process, which in our POC is a notepad.exe process spawned
previously by the POC. The module parameter is a handle to the DLL implementing mouse hook procedure. Since this hook is process specific, Windows will
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load the referenced DLL into the victim process.
3.5.1

Volatility Support

Our testing showed that the existing Volatility messagehooks plugin had no
support for thread-specific hooks, so we needed to research why these were missed.
Analysis of the kernel functions that activate hooks showed that thread-specific
hooks were placed in a aphkStart array inside the tagTHREADINFO structure,
and not in the one referenced from the tagDESKTOPINFO structure. Based on
this discovery, we updated the messagehooks plugin to enumerate both aphkStart
arrays and then our previous keyboard hook was enumerated along with the
addition of our thread-specific mouse hook. Figure 6 shows the output of our
updated messagehooks plugin against a memory sample with our mouse hook
active. As can be seen, the plugin is now capable of recovering thread-specific
hooks.

Figure 6: messagehooks Recovering our Thread-Specific Hook
We then proceeded to test this new support across Windows versions and
noticed that the DLL path was not recovered for a single memory sample. We
then manually ran Volatility’s atomscan plugin across the memory samples, which
scans Windows atom tables and outputs the individual atoms. We determined
that the DLL path for the hooking DLL was not present in the atom table for
any of the samples. This indicated that something might be wrong with the
plugin, as we expected the ihmod value of tagHOOK to reference a global atom
containing the path of the hooking DLL as it does for the global hooks described
previously.
This led us to re-examine the internal implementation of SetWindowsHookEx,
and we determined that thread-specific hooks do not populate the global atom
table at all. Instead, the ihmod value of thread-specific hooks reference an index
into the ahmodLibLoaded array stored inside the tagPROCESSINFO structure
referenced from the hooked thread. This array holds the base addresses of DLLs
associated with the process. With this information, we were able to update
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messagehooks to conditionally retrieve the DLL path based on whether the hook
being global or local. With this change, Volatility can now retrieve the DLL
path, if present, for all hook types and variations. Figure 7 shows the output of
our fully updated plugin that is aware of both DLL path sources.

Figure 7: Properly Recovering the DLL Path
As illustrated, the full path is retrieved for the DLL hosting the mouse hook
as opposed to simply printing out an ihmod value. By extracting the DLL to
disk, the investigator can then begin analysis of the hook procedure beginning
at offset 0x10f0 of the DLL.
With all of the updates described in this section, the messagehooks plugin of
Volatility is now able to successfully recover complete information of all message
hook variations through the latest version of Windows 10.

4
4.1

Windows Analysis - RegisterRawInputDevices
Background

Abuse of the RegisterRawInputDevices API is the second popular method that
Windows userland malware employs to monitor device activity. Many samples
used in high profile attacks and by APT groups have abused this feature, including
PlugX variants, the Dexter Point-of-Sale malware, HawkEye, FIN7, and APT27
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. An article on Code Project by Mike Mee provides a very
accessible read on how these hooks are registered by a programmer [16]. We
strongly suggest reading this article before proceeding if you are new to this
type of keylogger.
The normal method for abusing this API is to first register an invisible
window that will be used to attach the malware’s callback function. This is
performed by registering a custom class through the use of the RegisterClass
API. Once registered, the class can then be used to create the hidden window.
Figure 8 shows how this is performed in our POC application.
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Figure 8: RegisterRawInputDevices Prototype
As shown, we define a callback function named WndProc that receives GUI
messages and we named our custom class Vol GUI-kl. Next, we write information
to the output file for future verification and then we create our hidden window.
The first parameter to CreateWindow must be the name a registered class,
which we set to our previously registered instance. We then give our window a
pre-defined name so that we can verify it during future plugins runs.
To receive all input events, the callback function must properly handle
WM CREATE and WM INPUT messages. WM CREATE is sent upon creation of a window of the given class, and this is when a keylogger must use
RegisterRawInputDevices to receive future WM INPUT messages that contain
each keystroke. Figure 9 shows the prototype for RegisterRawInputDevices and
Figure 10 displays the input structure (tagRAWINPUTDEVICE ).

Figure 9: RegisterRawInputDevices Prototype
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Figure 10: tagRAWINPUTDEVICE Definition
The first parameter, pRawInputDevices, specifies one or more tagRAWINPUTDEVICE structures that describe the devices to be monitored. The second
parameter specifies how many devices are described and the last parameter
specifies how large each input structure is.
To properly monitor the keyboard or other desired device, the usUsagePage
and usUsage of the tagRAWINPUTDEVICE structure must be set correctly.
For malware that targets common devices (keyboard, mouse), the usUsagePage
must be set to HID USAGE PAGE GENERIC, which has a constant value of 1.
Figure 11 shows the possible options for the usUsage member.

Figure 11: messagehooks Recovering our Thread-Specific Hook
For malware that wants to perform keylogging, it will set this value to
HID USAGE GENERIC KEYBOARD, which has a constant value of 6.
Once registered, the window callback procedure will then receive WM INPUT
messages after each keystroke, and the GetRawInputData API can be used to
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translate these messages to the keys typed on the monitored keyboard.

4.2

Internals

A blog post on the “Eye of Ra” blog provides a good overview of the data structures that Windows 7 uses to track raw input device monitors [17]. This includes
a high level view of determining which processes called RegisterRawInputDevices
and most of the data structures involved. We used this blog post as a starting
point for our research, but given that it only targeted Windows 7 and many of
the functions and implementation details were modified in Windows 10, there
was still a substantial amount of work to do. We also aimed to determine not
only which process(es) were monitoring input devices, but also the addresses
of the input handlers. Finally, this blog post is able to use WinDBG to parse
the types of the GUI subsystem as Microsoft released full type information for
several versions of Windows 7. Unfortunately, this was stopped and later versions
of Windows 7 and all versions of Windows 10 must be reverse engineered to
discover type and algorithm changes inside the GUI subsystem. This meant
we needed to perform a significant reverse engineering effort to understand the
modern versions of the handling code.
The use of RegisterRawInputDevices leads to a tagPROCESS HID TABLE
instance being tracked from the process’ tagPROCESSINFO structure. This
hid table structure then tracks the monitors associated with each process in
tagPROCESS HID REQUEST structures that contain the usUsagePage and
usUsage values described previously as well a handle to the window that the
hook is associated with. Inside of each window, which is tracked by a tagWND structure, there is a member named lpfnWndProc that holds the address
of the window callback procedure, if any. This per-monitor request data is
what we used to build our new Volatility plugin that is capable of uncovering
RegisterRawInputDevices abuse.

4.3

Adding Volatility Support

Before our research effort, Volatility had no plugin to report instances of RegisterRawInputDevices usage. We addressed this issue through the development of
a new rawinputdevicemonitors plugin. Our previous work to make messagehooks
function properly across Windows 10 versions meant that we had a head start in
this effort. In particular, messagehooks already enumerates tagPROCESSINFO
instances, which is what we need to start our analysis of input device monitors.
For each tagPROCESSINFO found, we check if its HID table pointer is
set. If so, that means the process has registered at least one monitor. We
then proceed from the tagPROCESS HID TABLE to the list of valid tagPROCESS HID REQUEST structures. This allows us to determine which requests
are monitoring devices of interest (keyboard and mouse) and to report the
process ID and name, window name, and window procedure callback address.
Figure 12 shows the output block out our new plugin when run against a
memory sample with our POC input device monitor active.
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Figure 12: rawinputdevicemonitors Recovering our POC
As shown, the monitoring application (GUITesterAll) is reported along with
the name and address of the window procedure. The usUsage value is reported
as 6, which corresponds to keyboarding monitoring. With this information
available, an investigator can immediately begin static analysis of the malicious
application to determine which action(s) it takes upon each keystroke.

5

Linux Analysis - strace and ptrace

After finishing our research on Windows, we turned our attention to Linux.
Linux has three main methods for userland keylogging: 1) strace (debugging
APIs) 2) Input Events 3) TIOCSTI. We will now cover these in order.

5.1

Background

strace is a built-in Linux utility that leverages the Linux debug API (ptrace)
to record system calls made by applications. strace is extremely popular with
system administrators and malware analysts as it not only records the names of
system calls made but also the parameters, such as file names, network addresses,
and process IDs. The power afforded by strace and the ptrace system call that
it relies on has resulted in widespread abuse by malware and attackers to spy on
victim processes. Many resources show how it trivial it is to spy on victim users
with strace, including the theft of SSH credentials and recording of commands
(e.g., [18]).
The abuse of these debugging facilities sometimes leads systems administrators to lock down ptrace, even for root users [19, 20]. As with most security
controls, however, these settings are not enabled by default on common distributions and are not universally applied to production servers. Given the threat
posed by these interfaces, we investigated the debugging API internals with a
goal of detecting processes being debugged.

5.2

Internals

Each Linux process is tracked by a task struct structure that serves the same
purpose as EPROCESS on Windows. Inside each task struct is a member
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named ptraced that holds a linked list of all processes that the examined process
is tracing. This allows us to directly enumerate all processes being traced.
ptrace supports a variety of options, such as PTRACE O TRACEFORK and
PTRACE O TRACECLONE, that allow tracing programs to automatically trace
(debug) child processes spawned by the original. strace supports this capability
by following children processes if the -f option is specified in the command
line invocation. To determine all instances of programs being debugged and
to discover the process debugging them, we must compare the parent member
of task struct to the real parent member. These will not be the same when a
process is being debugged by a process other than its direct parent, such as a
debugger, and we can use this discrepancy to determine the real tracing process
even if it is several parents up the chain.

5.3

Volatility Support

Before our research, Volatility had no existing plugin to report processes that
were being debugged. To remedy this, we developed the linux process ptrace
plugin, which reports on all processes being debugged, the process IDs of tracing
processes, and the tracing state of each process. We have two sets of figures that
demonstrate this plugin.
5.3.1

Detecting gdb Usage

The first, Figure 13, shows us loading the cat executable into gdb followed by
executing it inside the debugger.

Figure 13: Debugging the cat command with gdb
We then ran the ps command to determine the process IDs of the created cat
process (780) as well as the PID of the controlling gdb process (778). Figure 14
shows the output of linux process ptrace when run against the memory sample
with these processes active.
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Figure 14: Our new plugin detecting cat being debugged
As shown, Volatility correctly reports that gdb is tracing PID 780 and that
cat has the PTRACED flag set. The Traced by column of cat is empty since it
is being directly traced by its parent gdb process, so its parent and real parent
members have the same value.
5.3.2

Detecting SSH Daemon Monitoring

Our second demonstration of linux process ptrace focuses on detection of an
strace instance being used to keylog SSH sessions. Figure 15 shows our invocation
of strace to attach to the running SSH daemon and to follow all future children
processes.

Figure 15: Monitoring SSHD with strace
After attaching strace to the SSH daemon, we then logged into the system
through SSH from a remote computer. After successfully logging in, we then ran
the netstat command and observed the output. Figure 16 shows select portions
of this output as generated by our strace invocation.
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Figure 16: strace output During SSH login and Session
In the first block of output, the string secretpassword! can be observed,
which is the password of the user account that was logged in with remotely.
This theft of plaintext passwords is one of the main reasons that SSHD is a
common target of malware, and it also highlights why the use of SSH keys
can provide a significant security boost. The second block of output shows our
netstat command being read one character at a time, leading to the 3rd and final
blocks of output showing netstat being executed and then network connection
information being read from files under /proc/net/.
Figure 17 shows the output of linux process ptrace against the memory sample
taken after our SSH activity.

Figure 17: Volatility detecting the SSH Daemon Monitoring
To start, it can be seen that our strace process has a PID of 1127, and that
four processes (3 sshd instances, plus one bash instance) report PID 1127 as
their Traced by value. Furthermore, they all have the SEIZED flag set. SEIZED
indicates that strace either attached to an already running process or was
attached to a child automatically as a result of tracing the parent. As we know,
18

we manually attached strace to the running sshd instance with PID 436 and then
our supplied -f option to strace told it to follow all future children processes.
This information combined with the Tracing column of strace matching the
four PIDs of the other processes confirms to us that strace is truly the process
responsible for tracing the others.
As demonstrated in this section, our new linux process ptrace plugin can
successfully detect all debugged processes in a memory sample, which can lead
to automated detection of a wide variety of malware and attacker abuses.

6

Linux Analysis - Input Events

The next Linux keylogging method that we examined was the abuse of input
events [21].

6.1

Background

The /dev/input directory of Linux systems is powered by the input subsystem
that exposes a wide range of local devices in a uniform manner. By reading from
a specific device’s /dev/input file, applications can receive event data as it is
generated. In the case of keyboard devices, this data includes each keystroke
typed on the physical keyboard. Figure 18 shows hows devices are exported on
a live system.

Figure 18: Viewing Input Devices
In this output, in it can be seen that the physical keyboard is mapped to the
event1 file while event2 and mouse0 correspond to the physical mouse. Given
the power of the input subsystem, malware frequently abuses this interface to
perform keylogging. This is accomplished by opening a file handle to the device
of interest, and then calling the read system call in a loop to obtain event data
as it is generated.

6.2

Internals

The input subsystem matches devices to input handlers that pass generated events
back to the userspace components waiting for them to populate. Documentation
maintained by the Linux kernel developers discuss the internals of the kernel
portion and userland API of this interface [22]. Next, we show that it is possible
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to automatically detect malware abusing this interface solely from its file handle
activity, so a deep understanding of the kernel internals is not relevant to our
Volatility plugin in this instance.

6.3

Volatility Support

We created the linux input events plugin to detect processes that are monitoring
input events. This plugin operates by enumerating the open file descriptors
(handles) of each process and reporting any that reference a path under the
/dev/input/ directory. Figure 19 shows the output of our test sample with the
logkeys keylogger running [23]. This keylogger uses input device monitoring to
record keystrokes typed on a physical keyboard attached to a system.

Figure 19: Detecting Device Input Monitoring Processes
As shown, three entries are reported by the plugin. The first two belong to the
system-logind process, which is a legitimate component of systemd. The process
of the third entry, logkeys, is not part of systemd and immediately informs the
investigator that the process is suspicious and requires further investigation.

7

Linux Analysis - TIOCSTI

The last keylogging approach that was researched for Linux is the abuse of the
TIOCSTI ioctl [24].

7.1

Background

The TIOCSTI ioctl command simulates input to a terminal and allows the caller
to inject a specified character into the terminal’s input stream. This allows malware to write characters into a victim’s terminal window(s), essentially “faking”
input typed by the user. This capability has led to a number of vulnerabilities
and malware opportunities, such as hijacking su/sudo sessions to run commands
as root [25]. The wide ranging threat posed by this IOCTL command led to
OpenBSD making it a NOOP [26] and many attempts to lock it down on Linux
and within sandboxes.
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7.2

Internals

Internally, the handler for this IOCTL simply calls the same code path as if a user
had actually typed the given character directly from a keyboard or ssh session.
The tiocsti function in the Linux kernel implements this and the comment
defining the function states: “Fake input to a tty device”. Figure 21 shows our
POC written in Python that performs keylogging by abusing TIOCSTI.

Figure 20: TIOCSTI abuse for keylogging
Our POC must first open a handle to the desired terminal device, such as
“/dev/pts/0”, hosting an SSH session or physical keyboard. Next, it continually
reads from the device, and for each set of characters read, it immediately sends
them back to the input stream with TIOCSTI. This is required as the read
performed by our keylogger removes the bytes from the same input queue as
used by the victim’s terminal. To ensure that characters are reflected back to the
terminal and that the user does see any suspicious behavior when our keylogger
is active, all characters are immediately reinserted back into the queue this way.
tcdrain is then used to ensure that all characters are written. Our POC then
writes the captured characters to the screen.
Given that the fake character is inserted in exactly the same manner as a
real keypress on the keyboard, there is no specific marker in the kernel to tell us
that this occurred or is still occurring. Due to this lack of artifacts, we chose to
base our detection of this abuse on the open file handle, as discussed next.

7.3

Volatility Support

To detect keyloggers abusing TIOCSTI, we developed the linux tiocsti plugin.
The plugin operates by detecting when a process has a file descriptor (handle)
open to a terminal device that is not its own. As shown in the POC, a handle to
the particular terminal of interest must be opened to read data from it as well as
re-insert stolen characters. A naive approach the plugin could have taken would
be to compare the terminal device of a process’ stdin/stdout/stderr to that of its
other descriptors, but malicious processes often close these upon startup or dup()
them to network sockets. This would lead to our plugin missing the malicious
process.
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To ensure that our plugin can detect the full range of TIOCSTI abuse, we
instead compare the terminal device associated with the process’ signal structure
to that of its open file handles. This gives us a direct map between the original
terminal where a process was spawned compared to the one it is targeting.
Figure 21 shows the output of linux tiocsti against a memory sample with our
TIOCSTI-based keylogger active.

Figure 21: Detecting Device Input Monitoring Processes
As shown, the Python process running the keylogger (PID 7997) was spawned
on /dev/pts/0 but its 3rd file descriptor is open to /dev/pts/1, which was the
terminal of our victim ssh session. We also show the output of linux psaux as
that lists the name of the script and not just the Python interpreter. With
this new plugin, investigators can automatically discover the abuse of TIOCSTI
within Linux memory samples.

8

macOS - CGEventCreate

The most popular method for keylogging on macOS systems is through creating
Event Taps [27].

8.1

Background

macOS Event Taps allow an application to receive a callback notification whenever
a monitored hardware device is used, such as a keystroke on a keyboard or a
mouse click. Given the power these have on the system, they are commonly
abused by malware for keylogging and other malicious purposes. ReiKey from
Objective See is a free tool to detect when event taps are registered on a live
system and is highly recommend for use on production macOS systems given
how frequently this API is abused by malware [28].
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Event taps are registered through the CGEventTapCreate API [29]. The
API requires several arguments, but the most important are the callback location, which specifies the callback to activated when events of interest fire,
and eventsOfInterest, which specifies which events the particular callback is
interested. These include a number of methods to monitor the keyboard, mouse,
and touchpad.

8.2

Internals

The mechanism for tracking device events and monitors is much different in
macOS than Linux and Windows. This is because the macOS the kernel, xnu,
was originally designed as a microkernel, which puts many of the core subsystems
that would be in the kernel on Windows/Linux into userland processes on macOS.
It also means that the kernel performs a significant amount of time passing
data back and forth between processes (interprocess communication, IPC) since
processes cannot directly read/write to each other. The kernel also enforces
security boundaries at this layer to ensure processes have the correct privileges
to perform requested operations. While analyzing modern versions of macOS,
we determined that the subsystem that controls event taps is the SkyLight
Framework.
A process that wishes to register event taps must load SkyLight into its
address space before it can call CGEventTapCreate and related functions. This
call first leads to SLEventTapCreate being called. The CG of CGEventTapCreate
stands for Core Graphics as this was the predecessor framework to SkyLight and
the original function name is kept for backwards compatibility. In our testing,
we discovered that nearly all CG* functions have a counterpart SL* functions
inside of SkyLight and the CG functions are now just wrappers.
SLEventTapCreate leads to event tap create being executed, which performs
the real work of creating the tap. To our knowledge, there is no online documentation that explains how taps work internally, so we set out to understand
this implementation. After sanity checking arguments, event tap create registers
a Mach port with eventTapMessageHandler as the callback [30].
Figure 22 shows this registration as well as the eventual call to CGSPlaceTap.
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Figure 22: event tap create registering a Mach port and task
As the figure illustrates, the callback location and other parameters to
CGEventTapCreate are stored within a context variable. This is then passed
to CFMachPortCreate to associate the event tap with a Mach port that can be
referenced across processes. This Mach port plus the other tap information is
then passed to CGSPlaceTap to actually install the event tap. Figure 23 shows
the relevant portion of this function, in particular that it essentially exists to
format its received parameters in the form that mach msg expects and then
sending this data to mach msg.
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Figure 23: CGSPlaceTap calling mach msg
mach msg is a system call used to pass data between Mach ports. To continue
investigating the internals of event taps, we needed to find the other end of this
IPC call. Our previous knowledge of macOS combined with online searches for
confirmation, which brought us to resources such as [31], led us to believe that
the WindowServer application would be the final destination of these calls.
We then examined this binary in IDA and realized that it is a thin wrapper
to daemonize many of the capabilities of SkyLight. We then reexamined the
list of functions contained in the SkyLight library and saw that many of the
CG* and SL* functions had counterparts that started with X followed by the
original function name. Further work in IDA confirmed that these are the server
side components that handle the IPC messages from calling applications.
Figure 24 shows a portion of XPlaceTap, which is the server side component
of CGSPlaceTap used inside of the WindowServer process.
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Figure 24: XPlaceTap creating a new event tap structure
In this figure, a new data structure, of type CGXEventTap is being allocated
to store the information passed from the previous mach msg call. Note that
we renamed the data structure to new CGXEventTap so that it was easier to
follow the IDA decompiler output. After the data structure is populated, it can
be seen on the last line of the figure that the sCGXEventTapMasterList global
variable is being set to the address of the new tap. Finding this function and
understanding its code resulted in two benefits. First, we used this to determine
the offsets of data structure members that our plugin would need to retrieve
inside of CGXEventTap. Thankfully, the offsets of the members of interest did
not change across the macOS versions we tested. The second benefit to this
function was the discovery of the sCGXEventTapMasterList global variable, as
we realized it was likely the data structure inside of the WindowServer process
that stored all event taps for all processes.
We then used IDA’s cross-referencing capabilities to see where else this
variable was used. This led us to XGetEventTapList, which is the server side
handler for CGGetEventTapList [32]. This was very encouraging as we knew this
API is what allows tools, such as ReiKey, to enumerate event tap handlers on a
system. Analysis of this function confirmed to us that the global variable is used
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to track all event taps, and that it stores pointers to all handlers contiguously in
memory. With this binary analysis effort complete, we were then able to devise
an algorithm for a Volatility plugin that could recover all event taps registered
on a system.

8.3

Volatility Support

Before our research, Volatility had no method to enumerate event taps for macOS
memory samples. After researching the internals of SkyLight, we developed the
mac event taps plugin to provide this capability to memory forensic analysts.
The plugin begins by finding the WindowServer process. It then locates the
sCGXEventTapMasterList global variable and processes each pointer that it
references. Each of these pointers leads to a CGXEventTap structure, and as
mentioned previosuly, our binary analysis effort led us to discover the relevant
offsets inside of this data structure.
For our POC, we used the very well written keylogger project by Casey
Scarborough [33]. This project uses CGEventTapCreate to monitor Key Down
events on the keyboard. Figure 25 shows the portion of the keylogger that creates
the event tap and then attaches it to the process’ run loop.

Figure 25: Keylogger registering for Key Down events
Figure 26 shows the output of our new plugin against a memory sample with
this keylogger active.
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Figure 26: mac event taps Detecting the Keylogger
As shown, through analysis of SkyLight and sCGXEventTapMasterList, our
plugin automatically discovers the keylogger’s tap and its registered events of
interest. With this new plugin, investigators can automatically discover all event
tapping malware present in macOS memory samples.

9

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a significant memory analysis research effort
that led to the creation of algorithms and Volatility plugins capable of detecting
the most widely abused userland device monitoring techniques across the three
most widely used operating systems. As widely documented in technical reports,
such malware techniques have been used across the world to target journalists
and opposition political figures as well as in espionage campaigns aimed at nation
states and corporations. Our research effort also included updating existing
memory forensics algorithms to support the latest Windows versions, as well as
development of completely new detection techniques for each of the three operating systems. Once included in the mainline Volatility Framework, investigators
across the field will be able to automatically discover device monitoring malware
across Windows, Linux, and macOS systems.
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